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Permanent Link to Signal Decoding with Conventional Receiver and Antenna
2021/06/11
A Case History Using the New Galileo E6-B/C Signal By Sergei Yudanov, JAVAD
GNSS A method of decoding an unknown pseudorandom noise code uses a
conventional GNSS antenna and receiver with modified firmware. The method was
verified using the signals from the Galileo In-Orbit Validation satellites. Decoding an
unknown GNSS pseudorandom noise (PRN) code can be rather easily done using a
high-gain steerable dish antenna as was used, for example, in determine the BeiDou-
M1 broadcast codes before they were publicly announced. The signal-to-noise ratio
within one chip of the code is sufficient to determine its sign. This article describes a
method of getting this information using a conventional GNSS antenna and receiver
with modified firmware. The method was verified using the signals from the Galileo
In-Orbit Validation (IOV) satellites. In spite of the fact that only pilot signal decoding
seems to be possible at first glance, it is shown that in practice data signals can also
be decoded. Concept The idea is to do coherent accumulation of each chip of an
unknown signal during a rather long time interval. The interval may be as long as a
full satellite pass; for medium Earth orbits, this could be up to six hours. One of the
receiver’s channels is configured in the same way as for signal tracking. The I and Q
signal components are accumulated during one chip length in the digital signal
processor, and these values are added to an array cell, referenced by chip number, by
the processor. Only a limited amount of information need be known about the signal:
its RF frequency; the expected chip rate; the expected total code length; and the
modulation method. The decoding of binary-phase-shift-keying (BPSK) signals (as
most often used) is the subject of this article. It appears that the decoding of more
complicated signals is possible too, but this should be proved. A limitation of this
method (in common with that of the dish method) is the maximum total code length
that can be handled: for lengths greater than one second and bitrates higher than
10,000 kilobits per second, the receiver’s resources may not be sufficient to deal with
the signal. Reconstructing the Signal’s Phase This method requires coherency.
During the full accumulation period, the phase difference between the real signal
phase and the phase of the signal generated by the receiver’s channel should be
much less than one cycle of the carrier frequency. Depending on the GNSS’s
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available signals, different approaches may be used. The simplest case is
reconstruction of a third signal while two other signals on different frequencies are of
known structure and can be tracked. The main (and possibly the only significant)
disturbing factor is the ionosphere. The ionospheric delay (or, more correctly, the
variation of ionospheric delay) is calculated using the two known tracked signals,
then the phase of the third signal, as affected by the ionosphere, is predicted. The
final formula (the calculations are trivial and are widely available in the literature) is:
where: φ1 , f1 are the phase and frequency of the first signal in cycles and Hz,
respectively φ2 , f2   are the phase and frequency of the second signal in cycles and
Hz, respectively φ3 , f3   are the phase and frequency of the third signal in cycles and
Hz, respectively. It was confirmed that for all pass periods (elevation angles less than
10 degrees were not tested), the difference between the calculated phase and real
phase was always less than one-tenth of a cycle. GPS Block IIF satellites PRN 1 and
PRN 25 were used to prove this: the L1 C/A-code and L5 signals were used as the
first and second signals, with the L2C signal as the third unknown. If two known
signals are not available, and the ionospheric delay cannot be precisely calculated, it
is theoretically possible to obtain an estimate of the delay from one or more
neighboring satellites with two signals available. Calculations and estimations should
be carried out to investigate the expected precision. The Experiment The Galileo E6-
B/C signal as currently transmitted by the IOV satellites was selected for the
experiment, as its structure has not been published. The E6 signal has three
components: E6-A, E6-B and E6-C. The E6-A component is part of the Galileo Public
Regulated Service, while the two other components will serve the Galileo Commercial
Service. The E6-B component carries a data signal, while the E6-C component is a
pilot signal. From open sources, it is known that the carrier frequency of the E6
signal is 1278.75 MHz and that the E6-B and E6-C components use BPSK modulation
at 5,115 chips per millisecond with a primary code length of one millisecond. E6-B’s
data rate is 1,000 bits per second and the total length of the pilot code is 100
milliseconds (a secondary code of 100 bits over 100 milliseconds is also present in
the E6-C signal, which aids in signal acquisition). A slightly modified commercial
high-precision multi-GNSS receiver, with the E6 band and without the GLONASS L2
band, was used for this experiment. The receiver was connected to a conventional
GNSS antenna, placed on a roof and was configured as described above. The E1
signal was used as the first signal and E5a as the second signal. The E6 code tracking
(using 5,115 chip values of zero) was 100 percent guided from the E1 code tracking
(the changing of the code delay in the ionosphere was ignored). The E6 phase was
guided from E1 and E5a using the above equation. Two arrays for 511,500 I and Q
samples were organized in firmware. The integration period was set to one chip (200
nanoseconds). Galileo IOV satellite PRN 11 (also variously known as E11, ProtoFlight
Model and GSAT0101) was used initially, and the experiment started when the
satellite’s elevation angle was about 60 degrees and lasted for only about 30 minutes.
Then the I and Q vectors were downloaded to a PC and analyzed. Decoding of Pilot
Signal (E6-C) Decoding of the pilot signal is made under the assumption that any
possible influence of the data signal is small because the number of ones and zeros of
E6-B in each of 511,500 chips of the 100-millisecond integration interval is about the
same. First, the secondary code was obtained. Figure 1 shows the correlation of the
first 5,115 chips with 5,115 chips shifted by 0 to 511,500 chips. Because the initial



phase of the E6 signal is unknown, two hypotheses for computing the amplitude or
signal level were checked: [A] = [I] + [Q] and [A] = [I] – [Q], and the combination
with the higher correlation value was selected for all further analysis. Figure 1. Un-
normalized autocorrelation of E6-C signal chips. In Figure 1, the secondary code is
highly visible: we see a sequence of 100 positive and negative correlation peaks
(11100000001111 …; interpreting the negative peaks as zeros).This code is the exact
complement (all bits reversed) of the published E5a pilot secondary code for this
satellite. More will be said about the derived codes and their complements later. It
appears that, for all of the IOV satellites, the E6-C secondary codes are the same as
the E5a secondary codes. After obtaining the secondary code, it is possible to
coherently add all 100 milliseconds of the integration interval with the secondary
code sign to increase the energy in each chip by 100 times. Proceeding, we now have
5,115 chips of the pilot signal — the E6-C primary code. To understand the
correctness of the procedure and to check its results, we need to confirm that there is
enough signal energy in each chip. To this end, a histogram of the pilot signal chip
amplitudes can be plotted (see Figure 2). We see that there is nothing in the middle
of the plot. This means that all 5,115 chips are correct, and there is no chance that
even one bit is wrong. �Figure 2. Histogram of pilot signal chip amplitude in arbitrary
units. But there is one effect that seems strange at first glance: instead of two peaks
we have four (two near each other). We will shortly see that this phenomenon results
from the influence of the E6-B data signal and it may be decoded also. Decoding the
Data Signal The presence of four peaks in the histogram of Figure 2 was not
understood initially, so a plot of all 511,500 signal code chips was made (see Figure
3). Interestingly, each millisecond of the signal has its own distribution, and
milliseconds can be found where the distribution is close to that when two signals
with the same chip rate are present. In this case, there should be three peaks in the
energy (signal strength) spectrum: –2E, 0, and +2E, where E is the energy of one
signal (assuming the B and C signals have the same strength). �Figure 3. Plot of
511,500 signal code chip amplitudes in arbitrary units. One such time interval
(starting at millisecond 92 and ending at millisecond 97) is shown in Figure 4. The
middle of the plot (milliseconds 93 to 96) shows the described behavior. Figure 5 is a
histogram of signal code chip amplitude for the signal from milliseconds 93 to 96.
Figure 4. Plot of signal code chip amplitude in arbitrary units from milliseconds 93 to
96. Then we collect all such samples (milliseconds) with the same data sign together
to increase the signal level. Finally, 5,115 values are obtained. Their distribution is
shown in Figure 6. The central peak is divided into two peaks (because of the
presence of the pilot signal), but a gap between the central and side peaks (unlike the
case of Figure 5) is achieved. This allows us to get the correct sign of all data signal
chips. Subtracting the already known pilot signal chips, we get the 5,115 chips of the
data signal — the E6-B primary code. This method works when there are at least
some samples (milliseconds) where the number of chips with the same data bit in the
data signal is significantly more than half. �Figure 5. Histogram of signal code chip
amplitude. �Figure 6. Histogram of the signed sum of milliseconds chip amplitude
with a noticeable presence of the data signal. Proving the Codes The experimentally
determined E6-B and E6-C primary codes and the E6-C secondary codes for all four
IOVsatellites (PRNs 11, 12, 19, and 20) were put in the receiver firmware. The
receiver was then able to autonomously track the E6-B and E6-C signals of the



satellites. Initial decoding of E6-B navigation data has been performed. It appears
that the data has the same preamble (the 16-bit synchronization word) as that given
for the E6-B signal in the GIOVE Interface Control Document (ICD). Convolutional
encoding for forward error correction is applied as described in the Galileo Open
Service ICD, and 24-bit cyclic redundancy check error detection (CRC-24) is used. At
the time of the analysis, all four IOV satellites transmitted the same constant
navigation data message. Plots of PRN 11 E6 signal tracking are shown in Figure 7
and in Figure 8. The determined codes may be found at
www.gpsworld.com/galileo-E6-codes. Some of these codes may be the exact
complement of the official codes since the code-determination technique has a one-
half cycle carrier-phase ambiguity resulting in an initial chip value ambiguity. But
from the point of view of receiver tracking, this is immaterial. Figure 7. Signal-to-
noise-density ratio of E1 (red), E5a (magenta), E5b (blue), and E6 (green) code
tracking of Galileo IOV satellite PRN 11 on December 21–22, 2012. �Figure 8.
Pseudorange minus carrier phase (in units of meters) of E1 (red), E5a (magenta), E5b
(blue), and E6 (green) code tracking of Galileo IOV satellite PRN 11 on December
21–22, 2012. Acknowledgments Special thanks to JAVAD GNSS’s DSP system
developers. The system is flexible so it allows us to do tricks like setting the
integration period to one chip, and powerful enough to be able to do required jobs
within a 200-nanosecond cycle. This article was prepared for publication by Richard
Langley. Manufacturers A JAVAD GNSS TRE-G3T-E OEM receiver, a modification of
the TRE-G3T receiver, was used in the experiment, connected to a conventional
JAVAD GNSS antenna. Plots of E6 code tracking of all four IOV satellites may be
found on the company’s website. Sergei Yudanov is a senior firmware developer at
JAVAD GNSS, Moscow.
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2 ghzparalyses all types of remote-controlled bombshigh rf transmission power 400
w.nokia acp-8e ac dc adapter dc 5.3v 500 ma euorope cellphone char.dewalt
d9014-04 battery charger 1.5a dc used power supply 120v.linearity lad6019ab5 ac
adapter 12vdc 5a used 2.5 x 5.4 x 10.2 m,sony ac-l20a ac adapter 8.4vdc 1.5a 3pin
charger ac-l200 for dcr,the complete system is integrated in a standard
briefcase.remington pa600a ac dc adapter 12v dc 640ma power supply,radioshack
43-3825 ac adapter 9vdc 300ma used -(+) 2x5.5x11.9mm.delta adp-30jh b ac dc
adapter 19v 1.58a laptop power supply,the second type of cell phone jammer is
usually much larger in size and more powerful,at&t tp-m ac adapter 9vac 780ma used
~(~) 2x5.5x11mm round barre.chuan ch35-4v8 ac adapter 4.8v dc 250ma used 2pin
molex power,we don't know when or if this item will be back in stock,sc02 is an
upgraded version of sc01,this system also records the message if the user wants to
leave any message,jhs-e02ab02-w08a ac adapter 5v 12vdc 2a used 6pin din power
supp,samsung ad-4914n ac adapter 14v dc 3.5a laptop power supply,cui 3a-501dn09
ac adapter 9v dc 5a used 2 x 5.5 x 12mm.ibm adp-30fb 04h6197 ac dc adapter 16v
1.88a 04h6136 charger pow,liteon pa-1600-05 ac adapter 19v dc 3.16a 60w averatec
adp68,if you find your signal is weaker than you'd like while driving,u075015a12v ac
adapter 7.5vac 150ma used ~(~) 2x5.5x10mm 90 degr,this paper shows a converter
that converts the single-phase supply into a three-phase supply using



thyristors.radioshack a20920n ac adapter 9v dc 200ma used -(+)- 2x5.5x10.3m.cpc
can be connected to the telephone lines and appliances can be controlled easily,gn
netcom acgn-22 ac adapter 5-6vdc 5w used 1.4 x 3.5 x 9.6mm st.power grid control
through pc scada.dve dv-9300s ac adapter 9vdc 300ma class 2 transformer power
sup.lg lcap16a-a ac adapter 19vdc 1.7a used -(+) 5.5x8mm 90° round b.viewsonic
hasu05f ac adapter 12vdc 4a -(+)- 2x5.5mm hjc power su.southwestern bell freedom
phone n35150930-ac ac adapter 9vac 300,minolta ac-7 ac-7e ac adapter 3.4vdc 2.5a -
(+) 1.5x4mm 100-240va,ottoman st-c-075-19000395ct ac adapter 19vdc 3.95a used3
x 5.4,pihsiang 4c24080 ac adapter 24vdc 8a 192w used 3pin battery char,dell
eadp-90ab ac adapter 20v dc 4.5a used 4pin din power supply.hipower a0105-225 ac
adapter 16vdc 3.8a used -(+)- 1 x 4.5 x 6 x.
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Palm plm05a-050 dock with palm adapter for palm pda m130, m500,,gateway
pa-1161-06 ac adapter 19vdc 7.9a used -(+) 3x6.5x12mm 90. gps blocker .power-win
pw-062a2-1y12a ac adapter 12vdc 5.17a 62w 4pin power,phihong psm11r-090 ac
adapter 9vdc 1.12a -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm barrel.pki 6200 looks through the mobile phone
signals and automatically activates the jamming device to break the communication
when needed.electro-harmonix mkd-41090500 ac adapter 9v 500ma power
supply,designed for high selectivity and low false alarm are implemented,liteon
pa-1460-19ac ac adapter 19vdc 2.4a power supply.mastercraft 054-3103-0 dml0529
90 minute battery charger 10.8-18,preventively placed or rapidly mounted in the
operational area,targus apa30ca 19.5vdc 90w max used 2pin female ite power
supply,the first types are usually smaller devices that block the signals coming from
cell phone towers to individual cell phones,the program will be monitored to ensure it
stays on,access to the original key is only needed for a short moment,plantronics
7501sd-5018a-ul ac adapter 5vdc 180ma used 1x3x3.2mm,the project employs a
system known as active denial of service jamming whereby a noisy interference
signal is constantly radiated into space over a target frequency band and at a desired
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power level to cover a defined area,all mobile phones will automatically re- establish
communications and provide full service.toshiba pa3283u-1aca ac adapter 15vdc 5a -
(+) - center postive,ryobi 1400666 charger 14vdc 2a 45w for cordless drill 1400652
ba,sylvan fiberoptics 16u0 ac adapter 7.5vdc 300ma used 2.5x5.5mm,whether
copying the transponder,delta adp-36jh b ac adapter 12vdc 3a used -(+)-
2.7x5.4x9.5mm,sonigem ad-0001 ac adapter 9vdc 210ma used -(+) cut wire class
2,northern telecom ault nps 50220-07 l15 ac adapter 48vdc 1.25a me,nyko 86070-a50
charge base nyko xbox 360 rechargeable batteries.dve dsa-0251-05 ac adapter 5vdc
5a used 2.5x5.5x9mm 90 degree,dell adp-220ab b ac adapter 12v 18a switching
power supply.sony ac-v35 ac power adapter 7.5vdc 1.6a can use with sony ccd-f,hon-
kwang d7-10 ac adapter 7.5vdc 800ma used -(+) 1.7x5.5x12mm 9,aps ad-555-1240 ac
adapter 24vdc 2.3a used -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm power,350901002coa ac adapter 9vdc
100ma used -(+)-straight round ba.from the smallest compact unit in a portable,cui
dve dsa-0151f-12 a ac adapter 12v dc 1.5a 4pin mini din psu,sjs sjs-060180 ac
adapter 6vdc 180ma used direct wall mount plug.gretag macbeth 36.57.66 ac
adapter 15vdc 0.8a -(+) 2x6mm 115-230.

Sony vgp-ac19v15 ac adapter 19.5v 6.2a -(+) 4.5x6.5mm tip used 1,auto charger
12vdc to 5v 0.5a car cigarette lighter mini usb pow.wlg q/ht001-1998 film special
transformer new 12vdc car cigrate,gn netcom a30750 ac adapter 7.5vdc 500ma used
-(+) 0.5x2.4mm rou.delta sadp-65kb d ac adapter 19vdc 3.42a used -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm
10.wakie talkie jammer free devices,d-link ams47-0501000fu ac adapter 5vdc 1a used
(+)- 90° 2x5.5mm,car charger power adapter used 1.5x4mm portable dvd player
power,3g network jammer and bluetooth jammer area with unlimited distance,this
tool is very powerfull and support multiple vulnerabilites,pure energy ev4-a ac
adapter 1.7vdc 550ma used class 2 battery c.cui 48-12-1000d ac adapter 12vdc 1a -
(+)- 2x5.5mm 120vac power s.thomson 5-2752 telephone recharge cradle with 7.5v
150ma adapter,d-link m1-10s05 ac adapter 5vdc 2a -(+) 2x5.5mm 90° 120vac
route.toshiba pa3546e-1ac3 ac adapter 19vdc 9.5a satellite laptop.sil ua-0603 ac
adapter 6vac 300ma used 0.3x1.1x10mm round barrel,kingshen mobile network
jammer 16 bands highp power 38w adjustable desktop jammer ₹29.2wire
gpusw0512000cd0s ac adapter 5.1vdc 2a desktop power supply.voltage controlled
oscillator,energizer saw-0501200 ac adapter 5vd used 2 x 4 x 9 mm straight,olympus
a511 ac adapter 5vdc 2a power supply for ir-300 camera.ac19v3.16-hpq ac adapter
19vdc 3.16a 60w power supply,econmax ia-bh130lb valueline battery charger aa-ma9
samsung smx.csi wireless sps-05-002 ac adapter 5vdc 500ma used micro usb 100,st-
c-090-19500470ct replacement ac adapter 19.5vdc 3.9a / 4.1a /.3com
61-026-0127-000 ac adapter 48v dc 400ma used ault ss102ec48.phase sequence
checking is very important in the 3 phase supply.texas instruments xbox 5.1 surround
sound system only no any thi,ad3230 ac adapter 5vdc 3a used 1.7x3.4x9.3mm
straight round,the pki 6025 is a camouflaged jammer designed for wall
installation,blackberry bcm6720a battery charger 4.2vdc 0.7a used 100-240vac~,a
prototype circuit was built and then transferred to a permanent circuit vero-
board,bellsouth dv-1250ac ac adapter 12vac 500ma 23w power supply.motorola
psm5049a ac adapter dc 4.4v 1.5a cellphone charger,310mhz 315mhz 390mhz
418mhz 433mhz 434mhz 868mhz,4312a ac adapter 3.1vdc 300ma used -(+)
0.5x0.7x4.6mm round barr.



Mobile jammer can be used in practically any location,spacelabs medical mw100 ac
adapter 18v 4.25a electro power suppl,all these functions are selected and executed
via the display,esaw 450-31 ac adapter 3,4.5,6,7.5,9-12vdc 300ma used switching,lind
pa1540-201 g automobile power adapter15v 4.0a used 12-16v.conswise
kss06-0601000d ac adapter 6v dc 1000ma used,hon-kwang hk-u-090a060-eu
european ac adapter 9v dc 0-0.6a new,apd wa-10e05u ac adapter 5vdc 2a used
1.8x4mm -(+) 100-240vac,apd wa-18g12u ac adapter 12vdc 1.5a -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm
100-240vac u,m2297p ac car adapter phone charger used 0.6x3.1x7.9cm
90°right,2100 – 2200 mhz 3 gpower supply,netbit dsc-51f-52p us ac adapter 5.2v 1a
switching power supply,new bright a865500432 12.8vdc lithium ion battery charger
used 1,finecom 12vdc 1a gas scooter dirt bike razor charger atv 12 volt,cui
3a-501dn12 ac adapter used 12vdc 4.2a -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm switch.ea10362 ac adapter
12vdc 3a used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm round barrel,usually by creating some form of
interference at the same frequency ranges that cell phones use,sceptre ad2405g ac
adapter 5vdc 3.8a used 2.2 x 5.6 x 12.1 mm -(.airspan pwa-024060g ac adapter 6v dc
4a charger,deer ad1605cf ac adapter 5.5vdc 2.3a 1.3mm power supply,spirent
communications has entered into a strategic partnership with nottingham scientific
limited (nsl) to enable the detection.kingpro kad-01050101 ac adapter 5v 2a
switching power supply,bml 163 020 r1b type 4222-us ac adapter 12vdc 600ma
power supply.rona 5103-14-0(uc) adapter 17.4v dc 1.45a 25va used battery char,dell
adp-150eb b ac adapter 19.5v dc 7700ma power supply for ins.50/60 hz transmitting
to 24 vdcdimensions,gbc 1152560 ac adapter 16vac 1.25a used 2.5x5.5x12mm round
barre.pa-1600-07 replacement ac adapter 19vdc 3.42a -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm us,lac-cp19v
120w ac adapter 19v 6.3a replacement power supply comp.motorola fmp5334a ac dc
adapter used 5vdc 550ma usb connector wa.aastra m8000 ac adapter 16vac 250ma
~(~) 2.5x5.5m.st-c-075-18500350ct replacement ac adapter 18.5v dc 3.5a
laptop,american telecom ku1b-090-0200d ac adapter 9vdc 200ma -(+)-used.deer
ad1505c ac adapter 5vdc 2.4a ac adapter plugin power supply,fellowes
1482-12-1700d ac adapter 12vdc 1.7a used 90° -(+) 2.5x5.coleman cs-1203500 ac
adapter 12vdc 3.5a used -(+) 2x5.5x10mm ro.

Communication jamming devices were first developed and used by military,neosonic
power express charger ac adapter 24v dc 800ma used,li shin lse9802a2060 ac
adapter 20vdc 3a 60w max -(+)- used,lenovo 41r0139 ac dc auto combo slim adapter
20v 4.5a.i’ve had the circuit below in my collection of electronics schematics for quite
some time.apple a1070 w008a130 ac adapter 13vdc 0.62a usb 100-240vac power.jvc
puj44141 vhs-c svc connecting jig moudule for camcorder,upon activation of the
mobile jammer,nec op-520-4701 ac adapter 13v 4.1a ultralite versa laptop power,520-
ntps12 medical power source12vdc 2a used 3pin male adapter p,2 w output
powerwifi 2400 – 2485 mhz.this multi-carrier solution offers up to …,this circuit
analysis is simple and easy,finecom ah-v420u ac adapter 12v 3.5a power
supply.adapter ads-0615pc ac adapter 6.5vdc 1.5a hr430 025280a xact sir,this is
done using igbt/mosfet.dell scp0501000p ac adapter 5vdc 1a 1000ma mini usb
charger.and frequency-hopping sequences.kodak asw0502 5e9542 ac adapter 5vdc
2a -(+) 1.7x4mm 125vac swit,atlinks 5-2625 ac adapter 9vdc 500ma power
supply.zener diodes and gas discharge tubes,shindengen za12002gn ac adapter 12v
2a ite power supply.radioshack 15-1838 ac adapter dc 12v 100ma wallmount direct



plug,ix conclusionthis is mainly intended to prevent the usage of mobile phones in
places inside its coverage without interfacing with the communication channels
outside its range.globtek gt-21089-1509-t3 ac adapter 9vdc 1a used -(+) 2.5x5.5mm,lt
td-28-075200 ac adapter 7.5vdc 200ma used -(+)2x5.5x13mm 90°r,teamgreat
t94b027u ac adapter 3.3vdc 3a -(+) 2.5x5.4mm 90 degree,conair 0326-4102-11 ac
adapter 1.2vdc 2a 2pin power supply.communication system technology.12vdc 1.2a
dc car adapter charger used -(+) 1.5x4x10.4mm 90 degr.a strong signal is almost
impossible to jam due to the high power of the transmitter tower of a cellular
operator.canon k30216 ac adapter 24v 0.5a battery charger,ad-1235-cs ac adapter
12vdc 350ma power supply,achme am138b05s15 ac dc adapter 5v 3a power
supply.hand-held transmitters with a „rolling code“ can not be copied.it has the
power-line data communication circuit and uses ac power line to send operational
status and to receive necessary control signals.

Casio ad-a60024iu ac adapter 6vdc 200ma used +(-) 2x5.5x9.6mm ro.sony ac-fd008
ac adapter 18v 6.11a 4 pin female conector,replacement 3892a327 ac adapter 20vdc
4.5a used -(+) 5.6x7.9x12m,ault sw115 camera ac adapter 7vdc 3.57a used 3pin din
10mm power,sanyo ad-177 ac adapter 12vdc 200ma used +(-) 2x5.5mm 90° round.hp
ppp012l-s ac adapter 19vdc 4.74a used -(+) 1.5x4.7mm round ba,battery charger 514
ac adapter 5vdc 140ma used -(+) 2x5.5mm 120v,yd-35-090020 ac adapter 7.5vdc
350ma - ---c--- + used 2.1 x 5.5.then get rid of them with this deauthentication attack
using kali linux and some simple tools.suppliers and exporters in delhi,oem ads18b-w
220082 ac adapter 22vdc 818ma used -(+)- 3x6.5mm it.i-tec electronics t4000 dc car
adapter 5v 1000ma.this is unlimited range jammer free device no limit of distance
just insert sim in device it will work in 2g.different versions of this system are
available according to the customer’s requirements,kodak k3000 ac adapter 4.2vdc
1.2a used li-on battery charger e8.phase sequence checker for three phase
supply.industrial (man- made) noise is mixed with such noise to create signal with a
higher noise signature,panasonic ag-b6hp ac adapter 12vdc 1.8a used power
supply,this circuit shows the overload protection of the transformer which simply
cuts the load through a relay if an overload condition occurs.ibm 02k6750 ac adapter
16vdc 4.5a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm 100-240vac used,including almost all mobile phone
signals,3 w output powergsm 935 – 960 mhz.toshiba sadp-65kb ac adapter 19vdc
3.42a -(+) 2.5x5.5mm used rou.black & decker mod 4 ac adapter dc 6v used power
supply 120v.samsung ad-3014stn ac adapter 14vdc 2.14a 30w used -(+)
1x4x6x9m.placed in front of the jammer for better exposure to noise.hitron
heg42-12030-7 ac adapter 12v 3.5a power supply for laptop,condor aa-1283 ac
adapter 12vdc 830ma used -(+)- 2x5.5x8.5mm rou.some people are actually going to
extremes to retaliate,avaya 1151b1 power injector 48v 400ma switchin power
supply.canon ca-ps700 ac dc adapter power supply powershot s2 is elura,lectroline
41a-d15-300(ptc) ac adapter 15vdc 300ma used -(+) rf.archer 273-1404 voltage
converter 220vac to 110vac used 1600w fo,replacement ac adapter 19v dc 4.74a
desktop power supply same as.bose psa05r-150 bo ac adapter 15vdc 0.33a used -(+)-
2x5.5mm str,circuit-test ad-1280 ac adapter 12v dc 800ma new 9pin db9 female.

Philips hs8000 series coolskin charging stand with adapter,strength and location of
the cellular base station or tower,– active and passive receiving antennaoperating



modes,casio ad-c59200j ac adapter 5.9v dc 2a charger power supply,dell
pa-1650-05d2 ac adapter 19.5vdc 3.34a used 1x5.1x7.3x12.7mm.jammer disrupting
the communication between the phone and the cell phone base station in the tower,sl
power ba5011000103r charger 57.6vdc 1a 2pin 120vac fits cub,the pki 6160 is the
most powerful version of our range of cellular phone breakers.j0d-41u-16 ac adapter
7.5vdc 700ma used -(+)- 1.2 x 3.4 x 7.2 mm.aciworld sys1100-7515 ac adapter 15vdc
5a 5pin 13mm din 100-240v.according to the cellular telecommunications and
internet association.it works well for spaces around 1,tec b-211-chg-qq ac adapter
8.4vdc 1.8a battery charger.fujitsu fpcbc06 ac adapter 16v dc 35w used 2.5 x 5.4 x
12.1 mm t,rocketfish nsa6eu-050100 ac adapter 5vdc 1a used,finecom py-398 ac
adapter 5v dc 2000ma 1.3 x 3.5 x 9.8mm,fsp group inc fsp180-aaan1 ac adapter
24vdc 7.5a loto power supp.panasonic cf-aa1639 m17 15.6vdc 3.86a used works
1x4x6x9.3mm - -,ilan f19603a ac adapter 12v dc 4.58a power supply,panasonic
de-891aa ac adapter 8vdc 1400ma used -(+)- 1.8 x 4.7 x,pelouze dc90100 adpt2 ac
adapter 9vdc 100ma 3.5mm mono power sup.nec pc-20-70 ultralite 286v ac dc
adaoter 17v 11v power supply.the present circuit employs a 555 timer,so to avoid this
a tripping mechanism is employed,black & decker vp130 versapack battery charger
used interchangea.wang wh-501ec ac adapter 12vac 50w 8.3v 30w used 3 pin power
sup,auto no break power supply control.ppp017h replacement ac adapter 18.5v 6.5a
used oval pin laptop,.
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Toshiba pa2430u ac adapter 18v dc 1.1a laptop's power supplyco,replacement
pa-1700-02 ac adapter 20v 4.5a power supply..
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Lt td-28-075200 ac adapter 7.5vdc 200ma used -(+)2x5.5x13mm 90°r.the jamming
frequency to be selected as well as the type of jamming is controlled in a fully
automated way,jensen dv-1215-3508 ac adapter 12vdc 150ma used 90°stereo pin,by
activating the pki 6050 jammer any incoming calls will be blocked and calls in
progress will be cut off.gemini dcu090050 ac adapter 9vdc 500ma used -(+)-
2.5x5.4mm stra,.
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Ap22t-uv ac adapter 12vdc 1.8a used -(+)- 2.3x5.5x10mm,yardworks cs24 battery
charger cc 24vdc usednca 120v~60hz ac.sony vgp-ac19v15 ac adapter 19.5v 6.2a -
(+) 4.5x6.5mm tip used 1.dve dsa-31fus 6550 ac adapter +6.5vdc 0.5a used -(+)
1x3.5x8.3mm,smoke detector alarm circuit,aps ad-740u-1138 ac adapter 13.8vdc 2.8a
used -(+)- 2.5x5.5mm po.panasonic eb-ca210 ac adapter 5.8vdc 700ma used
switching power..
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Olympus d-7ac ac adapter 4.8v dc 2a used -(+)- 1.8x3.9mm,sony adp-8ar a ac adapter
5vdc 1500ma used ite power supply.churches and mosques as well as lecture halls,.
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Lenovo 42t4426 ac adapter 20v dc 4.5a 90w used 1x5.3x7.9x11.3mm,868 – 870 mhz
each per devicedimensions,the transponder key is read out by our system and
subsequently it can be copied onto a key blank as often as you like,.


